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Abstract: Induction motors are mainly applicable for variable speed applications. This project proposes the
speed control induction motor fed by the matrix converter. Matrix converter is a single-stage converter which
directly connects a three-phase voltage source to a three-phase load without intermediate energy storage
elements. A matrix converter is an unlimited frequency changer. The gate signals of the matrix converter power
switches mentioned in Venturini Algorithm are produced using Hardware Description Language in FPGA. For
speed control of the induction motor V/F control method is used.
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INTRODUCTION phase induction motor controlled by FPGA controller.

The matrix converter has several advantages over less.
traditional  back   to  back  power  frequency  converters.
It provides sinusoidal input and output current Power Circuit and Working Principle of Matrix
waveforms, with minimal higher order harmonics and no Converter: The Direct Matrix converter has received
sub harmonics; it has inherent bi-directional power flow considerable attention as it provides a good alternative to
capability; the input power factor can be fully controlled. DC-link converters by eliminating intermediate energy
It has minimal energy storage elements[1]. In the point of storage elements. It converts AC to AC with change in
the machine efficiency, power factor and torque ripples, a frequency, but without intermediate energy storage
three-phase induction motor will be more suitable than elements. So, it is called as single-stage  converter. It
single-phase induction motor. Therefore, it is needed to uses totally of nine bi-directional switches, which are
replace the single-phase induction motors by the three- controlled to connect the input three-phase voltage
phase induction motors in residential appliances, farming source to three-phase load. Controlling of these switches
and low-power industrial applications [2]. Several pulse is achieved according to certain modulation strategy. The
generation techniques were discussed for the matrix power filter located at the input of the converter mitigates
converter. The purpose of these methods are used to the high-frequency components of the MC input currents,
generate sinusoidal current on the input and output sides to generate near sinusoidal source currents thereby
[3]. The pulses for the matrix converter were generated avoiding the generation of over voltages. Over voltages
using Venturini algorithm. Here for the reconstruction of are caused by the fast commutation of input currents. 
the phase current a single current sensor is used. To The switching timings for all the nine switches are
confirm the feasibility of this current reconstruction given as the switching pattern in Fig. 2.
approach DSP is  used  [4].  Scalar  speed  control method Several modulation strategies were developed. In
was used for controlling the speed of the induction motor order to develop modulation strategy for the matrix
and are implemented in DSP [5]. The proposed algorithm converter, it is necessary to develop a mathematical
has been implemented for the V/f control of the three model, which can be derived directly as follows:

Because of FPGA controller the computational time is
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Fig. 1: Direct matrix converter

Fig. 2: Switching pattern

Fig. 3: Shows the torque-speed characteristics of
induction motor using V/f control.

 V =T(S )V (1)o ij i

I =T(S ) I (2)i ij o
T

where  V   =   [V   V   V ]    is  the  output  voltageo a b c
T

vector,V = [V  V  V ]  is the input voltage vector, I =[i  ii A B C i A B
T

i ]  is the input current vector, i = [i i  i ] is output currentC o a b c
T T

vector and T is the instantaneous transfer matrix of the
matrix converter as a function of the switches S  which isij

defined as

T(S ) = (3)ij

Equations (1) and (2) are the basic equation for all the
modulation method. In this paper venturini modulation
scheme is used.

V =V (4)i im

V =qV (5)o im

Equations (4) and (5) denote the input and reference
output voltages V  and V  respectively. In equation (5) thek j

value of q is 0.5

M = (6)k j

where, k={A, B, C}, j={a,b,c}
Equation (6) denotes the duty cycle for the switches.

Based on this formula the duty cycle for the switches can
be calculated and the switches will conduct
corresponding to the duty cycle.
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Fig. 4: Flow diagram for venturini algorithm

Fig. 5: Block diagram for open loop V/f control be varied proportionally. This V/f ratio will reflected in

V/f Speed Control Method of Three Phase Induction is directly reflected in speed. By changing the value of q
Motor: The torque developed by the induction motor due in matrix converter, the input voltage to the induction
to the applied voltage is proportional to the magnetic field motor wiil vary, which is also reflected in speed of the
produced by its stator. So, the voltage applied to the induction motor. Thus the speed of the induction motor
stator is proportional to the product of stator flux and is controlled by varying the frequency and voltage
angular velocity. This implies the stator produced flux is proportionally. The variations in speed and frequency can
proportional to the ratio of applied voltage and the be achieved in FPGA.
frequency of supply. Therefore by varying the voltage
and frequency in same ratio, the torque can be kept Simulation Results for Pulse Generation: The pulses for
constant throughout the entire speed range. This makes the matrix converter are generated using venturini
constant V/f is the most common speed control method of algorithm in Modelsim. In venturini algorithm the
an induction motor. The torque developed by the generation of gate pulses require input and output cosine
induction motor is proportional to the V/f ratio. By waves. Fig. 6. shows the generated cosine waves. Then
varying the voltage and frequency with their ratio these generated waves subjected to venturini algotithm.
constant, the torque produced by the induction motor will By doing so the pulses were generated. Here we can
be remain constant for the entire speed range. generate the pulses for the frequencies below and above

Open Loop V/f Control: The most common method of rated frequency. So the the pulses for the frequencies
speed control of induction motor is V/f control method. nearby the rated frequency were generated.
Fig. 4. shows the flow diagram for the pulse generation for
the matrix converter with the kit frequency 50MHz, which Simulation  Results   for   Open   Loop    V/f   Control:
uses venturini modulation technique. Here the input The  pulses  are  generated  in ModelSim but are tested
frequency is 50Hz and the output frequency is assumed and  analysed   in  MATLAB.  So  to   link   ModelSim and

as 48Hz.Then the pulses are generated in ModelSim.
These pulses are used to operate the MC. Then the matrix
converter will drive the induction motor. 

In this paper open loop V/f control method is used.
Fig. 5. shows the block diagram for the open loop speed
control scheme of induction motor. In that V/f profile
setting and the pulse generation has been implemented in
FPGA (ModelSim). Pulse generation uses venturini
algorithm. To control the speed of the induction motor the
frequency has to be varied. By doing so at a certain value
of frequency, flux will saturate. So the voltage also has to

speed of the induction motor. The changes in frequency

the input frequency. But for the induction motor, 50Hz is
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Fig. 6: Input and output cosine wave generation 

(a)

(b)
Fig. 7: Pulses for the matrix converter (a)Pulse generation for Matrix converter in MODELSIM for 50Hz-48Hz(b)Pulse

generation for Matrix converter in MODELSIM for 50Hz-46Hz
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Fig. 8: HDL Co-Simulation IA-21(1): 124-136.

Fig. 9: Rotor speed at 50Hz-48Hz pulses System and Its Application for Induction- Motor V/f

MATLAB, HDL Co-simulation is used. HDL Co- Electronics, 58(3).
simulation block is shown in Fig. 7.  By doing so the
pulses from Modelsim is linked into MATLAB. This
pulses were used to operate the MC.  Then  the  matrix
converter will derive the induction motor. 

SIMULINK block was created to analyse the V/f
control method of induction motor. Fig. 7.  shows  the
curve for the open loop v/f control method.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, FPGA based V/f control method for the
induction motor fed by the matrix converter has been
studied. The matrix converter has the advantages such as
inherent bi-directional power flow, sinusoidal input and
output waveforms, absence of DC-link components.
Venturini algorithm is used for generating pulses for the
matrix converter which is simple and efficient when
compared to other modulation methods. Out of several
methods of speed control of an induction motor such as
variable rotor resistance, variable stator voltage, slip
power recovery method, the v/f control method is widely

used. Then with the use of FPGAs fast response can be
achieved. The pulses were generated in FPGA, tested and
analysed in MATLAB.
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